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Abstract: The direct syntheses of poly(p-phenyleneterephthalamide) in presence of

poly(vinylpyrrolidone) and poly(4-vinylpyridine) as matrices have been carried out

following the so-called Yamazaki's and Higashi's methods. The intrinsic viscosity

data of the resulting polyamide were found to be strongly dependent on the matrix

used as well as on its molecular weisht.

INTRODUCTION

The synthesis of aramids is generally carried out by reacting aromatic diamines with activated

derivatives of aromatic carboxylic acids, namely their chlorides (the so-called indirect

method). Conversely, the reaction directly involving carboxylic acids needs the in situ

presence of some activators in order to proceed at acceptable rates. Among the most effrcient

activators triphenyl phosphite (TPP) is very frequently used and the direct synthesis

performed in its presence is commonly knownas phosphorylaîion reaction.
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When the above altemative route to aramid synthesis was first proposed by Yamazaki ttt ul.

(Ref. 1), only low-molecular weight polymers were obtained. As an example, poly(p-

phenyleneterephthalamide) (PPDT) ofinherent viscosity, 11;6, equal to 0.19 dLg-tin sulphuric

acid was synthesized, a value significantly lower than those typically obtained for the same

poll'rner prepared by the indirect method (for commercial PPDT under the tradename of

kevlar@, qt* * 6-7 dL g'r).

In order to increase these too low molecular weights, matrix polyamidation has been

suggested and attempted by Higashi et al. (Fief.2). The above reaction is based on the aramid

synthesis in presence ofanother preformed polymer molecule, able to favour the chain growth

of the former. This method can be considered analogous to the template polymerization often

used in chain addition polymerization (Ref. 3) as well as inspired by the well-known self-

replication of DNA.

Higashi et al. (Ref. 2) tried to increase nnú of several arornatic and aliphatic-aromatic

polyamides by synthesizing them in presence of various polymer matrices, namely

poly(4-vinylpyridine) (P4VP), poly(ethyleneoxide) (PEO) and poly(vinylpynotidone) (pVp).

In every case related to the aramid synthesis, an increase of polyamide îl;6 vr'aS found and

this effect was more pronounced when the molecular weight of the matrix polymer was

higher. However, also in this case the maximum nnú value reached was not comparable with

those typical ofthe indirect synthesis (for PPDT synthesized in presence ofPVP, îi*: l.l2

dLd').

rn1982, Higashi et al. (Ref.4) have been able to synthesize PPDT of inherent viscosity as

high as 4.5 dL gt via a modified phosphorylation reaction in the absence of any matrix and

based on a mixed salt (LiCl + CaClz) addition to the reaction medium. As a consequence, no

further research in the area of matrix polyamidation as an alternative route to reach higher

molecular weights has been pursued. In more recent years, the phosphorylation reaction has

been further improved by Preston et a/. (Ref. 5), who obtained a PPDT characterized by r1;1

equal to 6.2 dL€l, and by our group (Refs. 6-8) with n,,r, of PPDT equal to 9.6 dl,g-l

(corresponding to an intrinsic viscosity, [q] : 10.1). The latter value has been taken as

reference point in the present study on potential matrix effects by P4vP and PVP ofvarious

molecular weights on the direct synthesis of high-molecular weight PPDT, using Higashi's

conditions. Furthermore we have also compared the viscosity values of PPDT synthesized

either in absence (Refs. ó-8) or in presence ofthe above matrioes in the so-called Yamazaki's

conditions leading to low-molecular v/eight PPDT. In the following we will report on both

series of data, starting from the latter ones.

I

J

EXPERIMENTAL PART

Detailed purification procedures ofall used materials are reported elsewhere (Ref. 7)'

l) Synthesis of low-molecular weight PPDT in plesence of PIVP. By operating in a dry'box

under inert atmosphere, 12 mL of N-methyl pynolidone (NMP), 3 mL of pyridine (Py)'

0.4984 g of terephthalic acid (TA), 0.3244 gof p-phenylene diamine (PPD), 1.8 mL of TPP 
'

0.15 g of P4VP, 0.6 g of Licl were added to a 25 mL three-neck flask, fitted with an inlet and

outlet for inert gas (in most cases argon) and a magnetic stirrer. Oxygen traces wele

preliminarily removed from the components mentioned above by several cycles of vacuum

and argon. The vessel was placed in a thermostatically controlled oil bath at l15oC. The

reaction mixture became a clear gel within 0.5 h Afler 4 h of reaction, the reaction product

was washed with boiling methanol and dried in a vacuum oven for 18h at 80"C

2) Synthesis of high-molecular weight PPDT in presence of polymer matfices. In a typical

run, 12.5 ml of NMP, 2.5 mL of Py, 0.2077 gof TA,0.1352 g of PPD, 0'72lrlL of TPP, 0.75 g

of CaClz and0.25 g of LiCl, 0.278 g of PVP (or 0.125 g of P4VP) were added to the above

reaction vessel as described. All polymerization procedures and the operations on the

resultant polymers were as mentioned in point (1) above.

2) Potyrner chalacterization. Intrinsic viscosity was determined in 9ó% HuSOr at 25oC using

a Ubbelhode-type viscometer. As discussed in more detail in the following, it resulted

impossìble to completely free PPDT from the matrix. Therefore, the viscosity data have been

evaluated by assuming valid the additivity rule (Ref. 9) demonstrated well-grounded for a

mechanical mixture of the same polymers.

RESULTS ANDDISCUSSION

As already mentioned in the Experimental, at variance with similar studies quoted in

literature (Ref. 2), in our experimental set-ups the polymer matrices could be only partially

extracted or eliminated from the aramids by the usual purification techniques. Therefore, we

only removed the other ingredients of the reaction mixture by proper washing and leaved the

polymer pair as formed. The actual solution viscosity measurements have been performed on

this in si/z mixture.

As mentioned in the Experimental, the viscosity data referred to our aramids synthesized in

the presence of a polymer matrix have been evaluated following the additivity rule commonly

used in the case of regular polymer mixtures and assumed valid, at least to a first

approximation, also for our systems.
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The calculated [q] values of low-molecular weight PPDT samples, prepared following

Yamazaki's conditions and synthesized in presence of P4VP of various molecular weìghts,

are shown in Table I and compared with the blank value. As it can be seen, the higher the

molecular weight of the polymer matrix, the higher is the intrinsic viscosity of the resultant

PPDT, at least up to a plaîeau value. The [q] improvement is relatively large, but the

obtained values are still much lower than those obtained by the indirect method.

We have also tried to use PVP instead of P4VP as polymer matrix in the above reaction

conditions. The resulting reaction mixture was very difficult to manipulate due to its gluey

aspect. No reproducible viscosity data have been obtained from this latter polymer pair.

5

molecular weight oan be higher than the corresponding blank value obtained without any

matfrx.

The possibility of having also a negative matrix effect as a function of its molecular weight is

further conlìrmed by the [q] value ofPPDT obtained under Higashi's conditions in presence

of P4VP of 400,000 molecular weight ([r1] :1.3 dLg-t, as compared to 10.1 for the blank

sample). We may conclude that, when the P4VP matrix is used, a rather high molecular

weight ofthis polymer is needed ifhigher intrinsic viscosity values ofPPDT are requested

CONCLUSION

Matrix polyamidation seems to be an efficient method to control the PPDT molecular weight,

when this polymer is synthesized in presence of a suitable polymer matrix. By comparing

P4VP and PVP, this latter appears to exert a much stronger matrix effect.

After our results it is clear that the interactions between the aramide and the matrix are so

strong that it resulted impossible to separate the pair components and fully obtain neat PPDT

after its in situ sytrthesis, although some new approaches seem encouraging (Ref. l0). This

means that all viscosity data reported in literature so far and attributed to neat PPDT can be

only artifacts. Also ow calculated values, based on the simple additivity rule, may be affected

by some uncertainty, but the overall increase ofaramid molecular weights is by far too large

to be due only to some deviations from the aforementioned additivity rule.

In all cases under examination a simple extension of the model proposed for template chain

polymerization (Ref. 3) does not seem to be possible. Indeed, in this model the chains ofthe

polymer to be synthesized (daughter polymer) grow along the chains ofthe template polymer,

both generally being flexible and thus in a coil state. In the case of aromatic polyamides,

which have a rodlike shape, their growth along the coiled matrix chains does not result to be

favoured. In addition, the impossibility to remove the polymer matrix from the polyamide by

the usual techniques, namely by dissolution and reprecipitation from concentrated sulphuric

acid - a medium in which very strong solute-solvent interactions are supposed to occur -

suggests that the chains of the two polymers could be linked together not only by physico-

chemical interactions like hydrogen bonding or dipolar interactions (presumably destroyed by

the acid) but also by strong topological interactions. A possible explanation could be the

following: due to the relevant interactions between the functional groups of the matrix and

those of tle reactants, the concentration of the latter ones inside the coil of the polymer

matrix is probably much higher than outside. This means that, inside the coil, the

polyamidation will be favoured and higher molecular weights reached. When the rodJike

Tab.l. [q] of low-molecular weight
PPDT synthesized in presence ofP4VP

Tab.2. [n] of high-molecular weight
PPDT synthesized in presence ofPVP

PVP [n]""ot
(dl-.g-t, 960lo H2SO4, 25'c)

K10"

K90"

blank

5.4

l^  1

10.1

" Kl0: 10,000 molecular weight
'K90: 360,000 molecular weighl

P4VP
MW

. [n]ppnr
(dl.g{, 96% HrSO4, 25"C)

10,000

16,000

27,000

260,000

400,000

blank

0.57

0.74

0.79

0.91

0.84

0.22

The [î] values referred to the synthesis of high-molecular weight PPDT in presence of two

different molecular weights ofPVP are reported in Table 2 and compared to the blank value.

The calculated value of 14.2 dL g-t represents a large improvement ifcompared with the blank

value and is the highest [q] obtained so far for PPDT, at least after the limitations on the use

of hexamethylphosphorotriamide, an aramid solvent known to be a carcinogenic agent. A

direct estimation of [r1]ppp1 seems to be possible and, after full elimination of PVP, is under

way (Rel l0) in order to confirm the present calculated data.

For a better knowledge of the matrix effects in the direct polyamidation, the results obtained

when low-molecular weight PVP is used are very relevant. Indeed, in this case the matrix

effect seems to be negative (lower PPDT molecular weights were synthesized). This effect

indeed suggests that the length ofthe matrix polymer chain can really and strongly control the

length of the PPDT chain. Conversely, if the matrix chain is sufficiently long, the PPDT
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polyamide grows inside the coil it remains entrapped just because of matrix entanglements

and no easy physical or chemical method can be successfully used to separate the two

polymers. As a consequence ofthis fact, however, the possibility to obtain unusual molecular

composites by this synthetic technique with interesting potential applications in various fields

will be further explored.
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